Wheels & Tires

Want an easy way to buy wheels and tires for your Classic? Simply pick up the phone and order your genuine alloy or rugged steel wheels with your choice of tires that can be mounted and balanced prior to shipping. All you will have to do is put them on your Rover.

Tires

Standard Replacements

a. Michelin Synchrone
   P205/80/R16 (9951)
   Set of four (9951B)

Winter - Snow

b. Nokian Hakkapelitta C2 -
   P205/80/R16 (9627)
   Set of four (9627B)

Off-Road/Mud Terrain

c. Goodyear MT/R -
   P225/75/R16
   One Tire (9628)
   Set of four (9628B)

d. Goodyear MT/R -
   P235/85/R16
   - Raised Suspension
   One Tire (9638)
   Set of four (9638B)

e. TrXus Super Swamper 16”
   Tire - 235/85/16
   One Tire (9638)
   Set of four (9638A)
   Set of four w/ Black NATO Wheels Mounted (9638B)
   Set of four w/ Silver NATO Wheels Mounted (9638SIL)

Handy Tools

Lug Wrench - 1-1/16”
   (NTC7829)
Hub Socket - 2-1/16”
   (606435)